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Hi Everyone 
 

A busy month over and an even busier one ahead.  June has seen the 

judging of the postponed ―Macro‖ competition and also of the 

―Water‖ competition.  Results for both are included herein. 
 

Coming up is a big night on July 8th with the club selections taking 

place for the Wellington Regional Print Battle, the Bowron Cup and 

the George Chase Cup for landscape prints and projected images re-

spectively, and for the Central Regional Interclub competitions.  This 

night is also the closing date for the Society‘s own prestigious Frank 

Hinchcliff Memorial Trophy. 
 

Make sure you check out the details and bring along the requisite 

prints etc for consideration. 

July 22nd is an equally big night with the judging of the Frank 

Hinchcliff and a portrait workshop by Simon Woolf. 

*** 

 

 

Members vote for the “Macro” com-
petition went to “Dandelion Seed” 
by editor Peter Beddek. It received  

Honours in the main judging. 

“It was drama that I was after and the ledge near the cliff face 
where we perched for about 45 minutes provided some of what I 
wanted. A more stormier sky, a fishing boat and a couple of alba-
tross (or even seagulls) would have brought it all together, but lack 
of that encourages further escapades in the future. Technical de-
tails - Pentax MZ-3 camera with Sigma f2.8 28-70mm lens set 
about f8 and shutter speed about 1/60 on Fuji Supera 400 colour 
film, hand held.”       
-    by Mike Martin at Castlepoint Field Trip. 
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Shooters  
 

A Shooters get-together was held in June with a Sunday day trip to the Silverstream Railway.  This at-

tracted a good attendance - evidence that this type of ―spur of the moment‖ activity is useful. 

 

For those who haven‘t caught on to the ―Shooters‖ concept it is simplicity itself.  Anyone who has an urge 

to go off taking photos and would like some company or believes that others would also like to join in, sim-

ply email out the suggested location, date and time and a meeting place, to all members and off you go.  It 

is probably easiest if you send the email through Peter Beddek or John Rockell who have the up to date and 

already compiled lists of members email addresses. 

 
<< by Mike Brewer 

 

 

 

 
By Hugh Scott  >> 

 

 

 

 

Field Trip 
 

Twenty one members and partners made the excursion to Tinui Farm Station, Castlepoint in the Wairarapa 

on Friday, Saturday and Sunday 19th to 21st June 2008.  Some arrived on the Friday and the remainder on 

the Saturday for a full weekend of great photography, tuition and social interaction. 

 

Tinui Station Homestead and Cottages is a wonderful location and Kelso and Jane Rushton very gracious 

hosts.  The whole weekend went off very well and everyone seemed to get a good range of images.  The 

social interaction was great and....well.....what goes on tour stays on tour!!. 

 
<<The “Hunt Cottage” 
amongst the trees 

>>  From left— Hugh 
Scott, host Kelso 
Rushton, John 
Rockell, Jane Rush-
ton, Karyn Crocker, 
and Ian Linning 

<<  The “Hunt 
Cottage” team—from 
left Katie Beddek, 
Hugh Scott, Alan 
Thompson, John 
Rockell with Mike 
and Marg Olsen do-
ing the dishes 

>>  From left— Mike 
Olsen, Shona Jaray, 
Karyn Crocker, Alan 
Thompson, John 
Rockell and Hugh Scott 

Photographs by Peter Beddek 
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Advanced Projected Images 

 

Lily    HC  Neil Gordon 

Damsel Fly   M  Neil Gordon 

Amanita Muscaria 

—Sunlit   A  Shona Jaray 

The Underside  A  Shona Jaray 

Lily the Pistil  A  Peter Beddek 

Golden Slippers  M  Peter Beddek 

Belle Bleu   A  Scott Stevenson 

Fungi in the Grass A  Scott Stevenson 

 

Advanced Projected Images— Open 

 

Boulder   M  Gillian Corder 

Golden Bay  HC  Gillian Corder 

  

 

Intermediate Projected Images 

 

Monarch Caterpillar M  Peter Knapp 

 

As per usual all images receiving Honours and 

Highly Commended awards are displayed in the  

Gallery section of the Web site.    

Advanced Monochrome Prints 

 

Computer Connector HC  Peter Beddek 

Tulip    HC  Mike Martin 

X-Rayed Weta  A  Karyn Crocker 

Braided Bunch  M  Shona Jaray 

Dandelion Seed  HON  Peter Beddek 

Tulip Leaves  M  Mike Martin 

Fresh Harvest  M  Shona Jaray 

 

 

Advanced Colour Print 

 

Red Dahlia   HC  Peter Beddek 

Big Mouth   M  Peter Ellis 

Little People  A  Neil Gordon 

Grass Hopper  A  Karyn Crocker 

Golden Globe  A  Shona Jaray 

Fern Rollout  HON  Peter Beddek 

Monarch of the Bush M  Peter Ellis 

Bee My Lavender HON  Neil Gordon 

Mrs Stick Insect  A  Karyn Crocker 

Amanita Muscaria HC  Shona Jaray 

 

 

Intermediate Colour Print 

 

Life Saver Plant  M  Alan Thompson 

Blue Glass Tile  HON         Marshall Marsden 

The Crab   HC  Alan Thompson 

 

 

Novice Colour Print 

 

Passion Fruit Flower M  Brian Gray 

 

 

Novice Monochrome Print 

 

My Fern   M  Glynda Martin 

New Life   HC  Glynda Martin 

Macro Competition 
 

The ―Macro‖ competition was judged by Karori photographer Bruce Girdwood on Tuesday  10th June 

2008.  Bruce confirmed his standing with our club as one of the better judges we have had.  His comments 

and critiques were very well made and appreciated. 

. 

Overall this competition recognized  4 Honours, 8 Highly Commended, 12 Merit and 10 Acceptance 

Awards.  Entries came from 13 different photographers.  Congratulations to all participants. 

Marshall Marsden’s “Blue Glass Tile” gains an 
Honours Award in the “Macro” competition 
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Novice Colour Print 

 

Water Thrills  A  Mike Brewer 

Wipe Out   M  Mike Brewer 

 

 

Advanced Projected Images 

 

Water Whirls  M  Neil Gordon 

Otaki Detour  A  Neil Gordon 

Oriental Bay Fountain M  Peter Beddek 

Southerly Swell  A  Peter Beddek 

Pump It   A  Shona Jaray 

Sunset Over Water A  Shona Jaray 

Rough Seas  A  Colleen Famularo 

Sunset   M  Colleen Famularo 

 

 

As per usual all images receiving Honours and 

Highly Commended awards are displayed in the  

Gallery section of the Web site.    

Advanced Monochrome Prints 

 

Stormy Water  HC  Shona Jaray 

Water Sculpture  HC  Peter Beddek 

Lake Matheson  HC  Mike Martin 

Harbour Water  HON  Shona Jaray 

 

 

Advanced Colour Print 

 

Frozen Water  A  Shona Jaray 

A Fishy Tale  M  Peter Ellis 

Lake with Elder  HC  Karyn Crocker 

Moored   HC  Mike Martin 

Dew Drops   M  Peter Beddek 

Oriental Bay  M  Neil Gordon 

Muddy Water  HC  Shona Jaray 

Hubble Bubble  M  Peter Ellis 

Harbour Water at NightM  Karyn Crocker 

Angry Water 

 Huka Falls  M  Peter Beddek 

 

“Water” Competition 
 

The ―Water‖ competition was judged by KCPS member and stalwart Bill Harris on Tuesday  24th June 

2008.   

 

Overall this competition recognized  1 Honours, 6 Highly Commended, 10 Merit and 7 Acceptance 

Awards.  Entries came from 8 different photographers.  Congratulations to all participants. 

******* 

<<  “Hunt Cottage” at Tinui Station 
Homestead and Cottages—the 
power of shadows 
 
    By Peter Beddek 

>>   “Poplar Cottage” at Tinui Station 
Homestead and Cottages—more shadows 
 
 By Hugh Scott 
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Frank Hinchcliff Award 
 
July 8th 2008 is the entry date for the Frank Hinchcliff Award, to be judged on July 22nd by Simon Woolf. 

 

All Society members are eligible (and indeed encouraged) to enter. 

The competition is open ie there is no set subject or theme 

You may enter a TOTAL of TWO images—for example two colour prints, or two slides, or two pro-

jected images or two monochrome prints or any combination of these. 

Entries must have been taken in the last two years 

The images you enter must NOT have been used in previous Kapiti Coast Photographic Society com-

petitions 

Other rules are as per our regular competitions 

 

 

 

 

 

Bowron / Chance Competitions 
 

The Society has two major inter-club competitions coming up that close on August 5th 2008..  

 

These are the Bowron Trophy which is for a club set of four projected images of New Zealand landscape, 

and the George Chance Cup which is for a club set of four landscape prints. 

 

In each competition, a club of our current size (ie less than 50 members) is permitted to have two images 

from one photographer only, the remainder have to be by different people.  If we pass the 50 mark then 

each print has to be by a different member. 

 

Voting for the representative images will be held on the 8th July.  At this meeting you should bring along 

any prints that you would like considered for the George Chance competition.    As with all projected image 

competitions, the entries for the Bowron competition should be lodged on the entry site 

(kcps.entry@gmail.com )  on or before 7th July 2008. 

 

Now is the time to be adding to your landscape collection. 

Wanted 
 

Assistant Editor of this Newsletter 
 

Learn the Trade  with a View to Taking over 
 

Time, a  Reasonable Grasp of English  
and  Ability to use Basic Computer Systems  

are the only Requirements 
 

Please talk with Peter Beddek 

mailto:kcps.entry@gmail.com
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Competitions Calendar 
 

A summary of KCPS and national competitions coming up in the next three months. 

Date Competition Details 

8 July Frank Hinchcliff KCPS premier annual print competition for 
best colour print and monochrome—must 
not have been shown in club competitions  
previously and less than 2 years old 

8 July Wellington Interclub  
Entries 
 
and 
 
Bowron/Chance entries 

Selection of entries for Interclub print battle 
in August. Bring along prints that comply 
with the subject categories. Also landscape 
prints and projected images for selection 
for Bowron and Chance inter-club competi-
tions 

15 July South Waikato Camera 
Club 

Nature and Open prints.  $5.00 per print 
entered. 

30 July NZ Photojournalism 
Competition 

Slides, prints or digital images—fees 
$10.00 per section 

5 August Bowron Cup Club set of four landscape digital images. 

5 August George Chance Interclub Club set of four landscape print images 

12 August Interclub Print Battle At KCPS 

9 September Title competition KCPS theme competition 

Wellington Regional Interclub Print Battle 
 

A reminder that the Print Battle is being held on 12th August 2008 and that KCPS are the host club this 

year.  We are the defending champion and need to make a good showing.  

 

The battle will be fought over 12 rounds, the categories for which have been announced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Club entries will be selected on 8 July.   

 

 

Congratulations 
 

Congrats to Ian Linning—a newish member to the Society, Ian put forward a portfolio of images to demon-

strate his prowess with the camera.  As a result Ian now competes in the Intermediate grade. 

Plumbing 
 

Abandoned Rocks Wide 

Clouds Liquid One Tree Interior 
(Architecture) 

Night Glass (not reflec-
tive) 

Glint in the Eye Orange 
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Exhibitions 
 
 

 

The New Dowse, Lower Hutt 

 

Until August 17th 2008, - Sinfonia Antarctica 

 

Responding to life on ‗terra incognita‘, thirteen NZ artists, writers and musicians richly illustrate this ice-

scape with an artistic medley that touches on everything from the global warming to the Erebus disaster. 

Experience the great white continent as seen through the eyes of Dick Frizzell, Nigel Brown and Grahame 

Sydney, ceramicist Raewyn Atkinson, writers Bill Manhire and Chris Orsman, jeweller Kirsten Haydon, 

textile artist Clare Plug and photographers Anne Noble, Andris Apse and Joyce Campbell 

 

 

 

The Petone Settlers Museum,The Esplanade, Petone 

 

Making the Cut: Unforgettable images that made The Dominion Post 

26 April – 3 August, 2008 at  

Tues - Fri : 12– 4pm, Sat & Sun: 1-5pm. 

 

What is it that catches your eye as you flick through the pages of the daily newspaper? Headlines jump out, 

news stories provide further information, but it‘s the photographs that truly capture our imagination. Mak-

ing the Cut, Unforgettable images that made The Dominion Post, is an exhibition of outstanding news pho-

tography from our recent past (2002-07). These images all made the editor‘s cut and have had an extraordi-

nary impact on the way we see the world.  

Castlepoint Lighthouse 
 

by Peter Beddek 
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Technical Stuff 
 

 

 

What Is... Aperture? 

 
When you look at the technical specifications of a digital camera, one of the very first specifications men-

tioned is its maximum aperture and/or its aperture range. 

 

What is 'aperture,' what is a good aperture range, and how is aperture relevant when it comes to choosing a 

digital camera? 

 

What Is Aperture? 

 

The main function of a camera lens is to collect light. The aperture of a lens is the diameter of the lens 

opening and is usually controlled by an iris. The larger the diameter of the aperture, the more light reaches 

the film / image sensor. 

 

Aperture is expressed as F-stop, e.g. F2.8 or f/2.8. The smaller the F-stop number (or f/value), the larger 

the lens opening (aperture). 

 

[Note: Many camera user manuals today will refer to the aperture in terms of "aperture value" instead of f/

value. I'm not sure when this trend started but don't get confused between "aperture" and "aperture value." 

Aperture value" is simply another way of saying f/value.] 

 

In practice, unless you are dealing with a fixed-aperture lens (many simple point-and-shoot cameras have 

only one fixed aperture), the aperture of a lens is usually expressed as a range of fstops. 

 

When you read the specifications of a camera, the aperture may be expressed in a number of different ways, 

the following three being the most common: 

 

Maximum Aperture:  

 
This simply states that the maximum aperture for the lens is F2.8. 

 

Aperture Range:  

 
This states the max. and min. aperture, the assumption being that there are standard increments between 

them. 

 

Maximum Wide-Angle and Telephoto Apertures:  

 
 

This gives the max. aperture for the wide-angle (F2.8) and telephoto (F3.5) focal lengths of a zoom lens. 

It is usually not too difficult to figure out that a stated range deals with maximum apertures and not max 

and min apertures: the mimimum aperture should be quite small at F8, F11, F16 or F22. 

 

  Max. Aperture F2.8   

  Aperture Range  F2.8-F8.0   

  Aperture F2.8-3.5 or F2.8(W)-F3.5(T)   
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A "fast" lens is one that has a large maximum aperture (F2.4, F2.0 for current digital cameras; F1.4, F1.2 

for 35mm film cameras). 

 

Quick Quiz: which lens has a larger opening (aperture): one with an aperture of F1.8 or one with an aper-

ture of F2.8? 

 
Answer: F1.8 (remember, the smaller the F-stop, the larger the aperture)  
 

A Good Aperture Range 

 

My personal preference for a 'good' aperture range is: 

F1.8 - F16 

 
This tells us that the camera has an aperture range of F1.8 to F16; the maximum aperture is F1.8, and 

the minimum aperture is F16. 

There are 5 f-stops between the max and min aperture. If your camera's lens is currently set at an aperture 

of F5.6, closing it by 1 f-stop would mean selecting F8; opening it up by 1 f-stop would mean selecting F4. 

 
 

How Is A Large Maximum Aperture Relevant? 

 

A large maximum aperture is preferable to a smaller one since it gives the photographer more latitude in the 

kind of pictures that can be taken. 

 

For example, it is pretty obvious that the larger the aperture, the better your digital camera will perform in 

low-light situations, since a larger lens opening is able to admit more light than a smaller lens opening. 

A larger max. aperture also allows you to use a faster shutter speed to freeze action. 

 

So, let's say the light meter in your digital camera calculates that for proper exposure in that indoor arena, 

you need an aperture of F4 and a shutter speed of 1/60 sec. 

 
 

To use a faster shutter speed (say, 1/250 sec.) to freeze action, you have to open up the aperture to allow 

more light in for that shorter amount of time. 

 

For every shutter speed increment we go up, we need to open up a f-stop of aperture. From 1/60 sec. to 

1/250 sec. there are 2 increments, so we open up the aperture by 2 f-stops, going from F4 to F1.8. Note that 

the camera would give proper exposure at 1/60 sec. at F4, 1/125 sec. at F2.8, and 1/250 sec. at F1.8, since 

all three aperture/shutter speed combinations allow the same amount of light into the camera. [Some digital 

cameras provide a 'Program Shift' function to allow that very shifting of aperture/shutter speed combina-

tions in tandem.] 

 

 
 

Of course, in a digital camera set on Auto mode, you can select Sports scene mode, and the camera will 

automatically select a fast shutter speed and the appropriate aperture. Likewise, in Shutter-Priority mode, 

you can choose which shutter speed you want (fast or slow), and the camera will select the appropriate ap-

erture for proper exposure. 

F1.8 F2.8 F4 F5.6 F8 F11 F16 

F1.8 F2.8 F4 F5.6 F8 F11 F16 

F4 

1/60 

F1.8 F2.8 F4 F5.6 F8 F11 F16 

1/250 1/125 1/60 1/30 1/15 1/8 1/4 
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In our example above, let's say the lens on your digital camera only opens up to a max. aperture of F2.8. If 

you now select 1/250 sec. (in Shutter-Priority mode), the camera will not be able to select an aperture larger 

than F2.8 (in our example, it really needs F1.8). It would then give you an "underexposure" warning. If you 

go ahead and take the picture anyway, your picture would be 1 f-stop underexposed (i.e. you really needed 

to open up the aperture by 1 more f-stop for correct exposure). 

 

Similarly, if you select a shutter speed of 1/4 sec. and the lens only closes down to a min. aperture of F8 (in 

our example, it really needs F16), the camera would give you an "overexposure" warning. If you go ahead 

and take a picture anyway, your picture would be 2 f-stops overexposed (i.e. you really needed to close 

down the aperture by 2 more f-stops for correct exposure). 

 

 

How Is A Small Minimum Aperture Relevant? 

 

A small minimum aperture is preferable to a larger one since it also gives the photographer more latitude in 

the kind of pictures that can be taken. 

 

Suppose we want to take a picture of flowing water. As mentioned above, to depict flowing water, we usu-

ally want to use a slow shutter speed so that the water blurs. It is this blurring that makes the picture so ef-

fective in depicting water motion. 

 

So, let's say the light meter in your digital camera calculates that for proper exposure on a bright sunny day, 

you need an aperture of F8 and a shutter speed of 1/125 sec. 

 
 

Well, if you decide to use a slower shutter speed (say, 1/30 sec.), this means that you have to compensate 

by closing down the aperture to allow less light in. 

 

It makes sense really. Since you have increased the time the shutter remains open to allow light in, you 

must compensate by allowing less light in to expose the image sensor in that longer amount of time, if you 

still want a properly exposed picture. 

 

But, what if the lens on your digital camera closes to a minimum of F8? You're stuck at the shutter speed of 

1/125 sec. If you use 1/30 sec. at F8, your picture will be overexposed, i.e. burnt out. At 1/125 sec. and F8, 

your picture will be properly exposed but the fast shutter speed will freeze the water motion and you won't 

obtain the blurring effect you desire. 

 

If the lens in your digital camera closed down to F16, presto, your problem is solved! 1/125 sec. at F8 is 

equivalent to 1/30 sec. at F16, which means that you would have a perfectly exposed purposefully-blurred-

for-effect flowing water shot. [If your lens does not close down to F16, you could use a Neutral Density 

(ND) filter to reduce the amount of light coming into the lens, and thus allowing you to use a slower shutter 

speed.]  

 
 

Aperture and Depth of Field (DOF) 

 

We mentioned this above but feel it is important enough to repeat in its own paragraph. 

The Depth of Field is the distance wherein objects are in focus. 

 

F8 

1/125 

F1.8 F2.8 F4 F5.6 F8 F11 F16 

1/2,000 1/1,000 1/500 1/250 1/125 1/60 1/30 
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There are times when you desire a great depth of field, i.e. where objects both close to you and far from you 

are in focus. This is especially true when you are taking a landscape picture and want as much as possible 

to be in crisp focus. 

 

Then there are times when you want to isolate your subject, as when you are taking a portrait and want your 

subject to be in sharp focus but the background to be out of focus. In this case, you desire a shallow depth 

of field. 

 

One way to influence DOF is by selecting the appropriate aperture. 

 

The rule of thumb is this: 

Select a large aperture (or small f/value or small aperture value), e.g. f/2.8, to obtain a shallow DOF  

Select a small aperture (or large f/value or large aperture value), e.g. f/8.0, to achieve great DOF  

 
 

Here are some real images that demonstrate the use of aperture to influence DOF: 

 

 
 

Note: Since we are on the subject of DOF, DOF also changes with focal length. Use a small focal length to 

increase DOF, a longer focal length obtain a shallower DOF. I.E. if you zoom, the DOF decreases. [OK, to 

be technically correct, focal length does not really affect DOF, but gives the effect that it does. And, that's 

good enough for us since that's what we're after].  

 

Due to the small image sensors used, digital cameras use such small focal lengths that it is very difficult to 

obtain shallow depth of field even when using a large aperture. In the example above, we used a large aper-

ture AND a long focal length (telephoto macro) to achieve a shallow DOF. 

 

 

 

Aperture and Depth of Field (DOF) 
AF area is on yellow pistils of flower in front 

 

Shallow DOF Great DOF 

  

Note how the use of a large aperture (small aperture 

value) throws the flowers in the background out of 

focus. Focus has to be precise. 

Using a small aperture (large aperture value) ex-

tends the DOF from the foreground all the way to 

the background. 

49.8 mm, Av, Spot, 1/30 sec., f/3.5, +0.7EV, Macro, 

Tripod used 

49.6mm, Av, Spot, 1/5 sec., f/11, +0.7EV, Macro, 

Tripod used 
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Recap 

 

A large maximum aperture is a good thing. It allows more light to reach the image sensor, and so allows 

you to use a faster shutter speed. A faster shutter speed freezes action and negates the effect of camera 

shake, resulting in pictures that are not blurred. 

 

Another advantage of a large maximum aperture is to provide a shallow depth of field. This allows the 

background to blur nicely thus isolating your subject (especially effective when taking portraits). 

 

A small minimum aperture is also a good thing. It allows you to use a slow shutter speed on a bright 

sunny day. A slow shutter speed allows you to depict motion. 

 

Another advantage of a small minimum aperture is to increase the depth-of-field. An increased depth-of-

field allows you to take landscape pictures where as much of the picture in the foreground and reaching all 

the way to the background (usually, 'infinity') is in sharp focus. 

 

***** 
 

From the Field Trip—Tinui Station Homestead and Cottages 
by Ian Linning 

The Garden Cottage 
by Ian Linning 

The Homestead 
by Ian Linning 
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Clippings 
 
It never ceases to amaze what science and technology can accomplish. 
This is the first picture from NASA of water on Mars -- this is outstanding photography .  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And Finally… 
 
 
 

For the technically minded 


